UNLOCK THE POWER
OF PARTNERED PRAYER!
Partnered Prayer is the concept behind a new book and
movement that’s catching on—The 40 Day Prayer Challenge
by New York Times bestselling author SQuire Rushnell and his
wife Louise DuArt—unveiling how and why to pray with a
partner, and more importantly, what happens when you do.
Prayer Partners participate in precedent-setting research by
Baylor University’s Institute for the Studies of Religion—
the first-ever empirical study on the outcome of two people
praying consistently over an extended period.

EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE!

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

ONE
On a smart phone, tablet or computer sign-up
at 40DayPray.com agreeing to pray together
five minutes a day for forty days—in person,
by phone, text or email.

❙❙ Preliminary research data from an earlier Baylor/Gallup study
of couples who prayed together suggests a glimpse of the
landmark research: conversation and respect between married
partners will likely elevate 30% while romance can rise 21%
or more.

TWO
Click “Take Survey” and select your
classification for Partnered Prayer: married or
non-married couples, two family members, or
two friends.
THREE
Complete a brief survey on your first and final
day of the 40 Day Prayer Challenge receiving
a scorecard at the end, on how well you did

❙❙ Anecdotal data shows that when two family members take the
40 Day Prayer Challenge—two sisters, or a mother and son—
they experience a surge of closeness and healing of wounds.
❙❙ Partnered Prayer among two friends can be expected to forge
lasting and unshakable bonds.
In addition to step-by-step advice and answering questions,
the authors share stories about the amazing power of prayer—
marriages hanging by a thread are now better than ever; families
overcoming impossible health and financial crises—and national
leaders demonstrating how prayer played a pivotal role in their
survival and the nation itself.
As a bonus, there is an eight-week Study Guide for Small
Group gatherings.

Visit 40DayPray.com for
chapter excerpts and more.

THE 4 o DAY PR AYER CHALLENGE
From a beloved creator of Schoolhouse Rock and
the bestselling GodWink series, SQuire Rushnell
teams up with his wife Louise DuArt to encourage
partners—married or non-married couples, two
family members, or two friends—to pray together
five minutes a day for forty days.
SQuire and Louise have practiced daily Partnered
Prayer for sixteen years. Now, with simple guides
and astonishing stories they offer readers step-bystep advice on where, when, and what words to use
in praying with one another. The 40 Day Prayer
Challenge answers countless questions including:
❙❙ How do we start praying together?
❙❙ Do you have to pray out loud?
❙❙ Can we pray about anything?
❙❙ How do I get my mate to pray with me?
❙❙ Is romance better by praying together?
❙❙ Is there scientific evidence for prayer?
❙❙ How to win every battle with the Enemy?
❙❙ What if my prayers aren’t answered?
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